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ABSTRACT
Integrating patterned, low-loss magnetic materials intomicrowave devices and circuits presents many challenges due to the specific conditions
that are required to grow ferrite materials, driving the need for flip-chip and other indirect fabrication techniques. The low-loss (α = (3.98
± 0.22) × 10−5), room-temperature ferrimagnetic coordination compound vanadium tetracyanoethylene (V[TCNE]x) is a promising new
material for these applications that is potentially compatible with semiconductor processing. Here, we present the deposition, patterning,
and characterization of V[TCNE]x thin films with lateral dimensions ranging from 1 μm to several millimeters. We employ electron-beam
lithography and liftoff using an aluminum encapsulated poly(methyl methacrylate), poly(methyl methacrylate-methacrylic acid) copolymer
bilayer [PMMA/P(MMA-MAA)] on sapphire and silicon. This process can be trivially extended to other common semiconductor substrates.
Films patterned via thismethodmaintain low-loss characteristics down to 25 μmwith only a factor of 2 increase down to 5 μm.A rich structure
of thickness and radially confined spin-wave modes reveals the quality of the patterned films. Further fitting, simulation, and analytic analysis
provide an exchange stiffness, Aex = (2.2 ± 0.5) × 10−10erg/cm, as well as insights into the mode character and surface-spin pinning. Below a
micron, the deposition is nonconformal, which leads to interesting and potentially useful changes in morphology. This work establishes the
versatility of V[TCNE]x for applications requiring highly coherent magnetic excitations ranging frommicrowave communication to quantum
information.
© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5131258., s

Interest in low-loss magnetic thin films has been growing due
to potential applications in magnonics and quantum information as
well as the potential for compact, high-efficiency magnetoelectric
devices.1–3 In the field of magnonics and spintronics, yttrium iron
garnet (Y3Fe5O12, YIG), an electrically insulating ferrite that exhibits
extremely low Gilbert damping, α ≈ 6 × 10−5, and a linewidth of
3.4 G at 9.6 GHz for pristine nanometer-thick films, is currently the
leading material for magnetoelectronic circuits.4,5 The low damp-
ing present in YIG films has led to its incorporation in magneto-
electric circuits and its prominent role in magnonics research.2,6–9

Patterning of YIG, however, presents a challenge. When patterned,
the damping increases from α ≈ 4 × 10−4 to 8.74 × 10−4 for ion-
milled films10,11 and from α ≈ 2.9 × 10−4 to 5 × 10−4 for liftoff-
based films.12–14 Furthermore, postgrowth annealing steps at tem-
peratures as high as 850 ○C and deposition on the lattice-matching
substrate gadolinium gallium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12, GGG) are gener-
ally required to attain even these degraded damping values, both
of which provide strict limits on direct integration with functional
devices.15–17 Vanadium tetracyanoethylene (V[TCNE]x, x ≈ 2), on
the other hand, is a low-loss (sub-Gauss linewidth at 9.83 GHz),
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room-temperature (Tc= 600 K) ferrimagnetic semiconductor that
can be deposited optimally at 50 ○C and 30 mmHg via chemical-
vapor deposition (CVD) without the need for lattice matching.18–20

These relatively benign deposition conditions allow for deposition
on a wide variety of substrates and prepatterned circuits, positioning
V[TCNE]x as an exciting option for on-chipmagnetic andmagnonic
device incorporation.21–23 However, realizing this promise has been
limited by the lack of techniques for patterning V[TCNE]x films at
micrometer to submicron length scales.

Here, we present a method for depositing and patterning
V[TCNE]x using standard electron-beam lithography techniques
with additional steps to preserve its high Tc and low-loss char-
acteristics. The primary hurdles to micrometer-scale pattering of
V[TCNE]x are its sensitivity to oxygen and solvents traditionally
used in fabrication. Our past work has addressed air-sensitivity via
encapsulation in a commercial organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
epoxy, increasing its lifetime in air from hours to months,24 and
there are other commercial options, such as potting, that promise
to protect films indefinitely.25 This leaves solvent sensitivity that
inhibits the use of traditional patterning techniques for two reasons:
(i) the presence of solvent in the resist layer inhibits the deposition
of V[TCNE]x as the solvent outgases during growth and (ii) liftoff
requires a solvent soak that will, in general, destroy or degrade the
CVD-grown V[TCNE]x film. Here, we address both of these chal-
lenges by using a thin AlOx encapsulating layer for the resist and
identifying a V[TCNE]x-compatible solvent, respectively, demon-
strating micrometer-scale patterning of V[TCNE]x films with no
apparent increase in microwave loss. The patterned structures are
characterized by scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) and by a com-
bination of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and comparison with
micromagnetic simulations and analytic calculations.

The CVD thin-film growth process typically results in a
smooth, blue-black V[TCNE]x film uniformly distributed across
the substrate surface. When a resist is applied to the substrate
before growth, however, V[TCNE]x deposition results in nonuni-
form coverage and poor V[TCNE]x quality. This is attributed to
chemical reactions between the released solvents and the precursors
(tetracyanoethylene and vanadium hexacarbonyl). Solvents present
in common resists including MICROPOSIT LOR, MICROPOSIT
S1800 series, and poly(methyl methacrylate) result in macroscopi-
cally inconsistent deposition of V[TCNE]x across the resist’s surface
as well as inside patterned areas. In order to address this solvent
sensitivity, a 3-nm-thick layer of aluminum is thermally deposited
after development to encapsulate the resist layer. The aluminum is
then oxidized with a 10-min ultraviolet ozone clean in a UVOCS
T10x10/OES prior to V[TCNE]x deposition.

In prior V[TCNE]x precipitation synthesis studies, several sol-
vents have been shown to precipitate V[TCNE]x with a modest
impact on the Tc of the resulting powder.26–28 Since dichloromethane
has a small impact on V[TCNE]x quality and readily dissolves
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly(methyl methacrylate-
methacrylic acid 8.5%) [P(MMA 8.5 MAA)] at room temperature,
this is the resist-solvent pair chosen to address the challenge of
solvent-based liftoff. Specifically, this work focuses on 495PMMA
A6 on MMA (8.5) MAA EL 11 as a resist bilayer [PMMA/P(MMA
8.5 MAA)] to additively pattern low-loss V[TCNE]x onto sapphire,
with the understanding that this patterning process should trivially
extend to other inorganic substrates.29,30

FIG. 1. (a) V[TCNE]x thin film FMR measured at 9.83 GHz with a resonant
field of 3565 Oe before and after a 2.5-h soak in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2).
SEM images of the patterned V[TCNE]x film’s morphology before (b) and after
(c) liftoff with dichloromethane reveal a parabolic deposition morphology into a
2-μm-wide channel. The parabolic cross section is highlighted with a dashed red
line in (c).

Figure 1(a) shows the FMR response at 9.83 GHz of
a V[TCNE]x thin film before and after a 2.5-h soak in
dichloromethane in a nitrogen atmosphere (<10 ppm 02, <2 ppm
H2O). The lineshape of the resonance is largely unchanged. The
linewidth narrows slightly, possibly due to changes in the ordering
of the V[TCNE]x due to solvent annealing.31 The overall similar-
ity indicates little to no incorporation of dichloromethane into the
CVD-grown film on that time scale. The V[TCNE]x growth mor-
phology that results from the above process is characterized by SEM
and is shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). Unlike physical vapor deposition,
CVD is driven by a combination of flow and diffusion. Figure 1(b)
shows how the V[TCNE]x deposition is limited by the flow char-
acteristics through the patterned features. In particular, V[TCNE]x
does not form vertical sidewalls but rather forms gently sloped side-
walls at an angle of about 6○ over a distance of approximately a
micrometer from the edge. This leads to a parabolic profile, as one
would expect from the velocity profile resulting from laminar flow
through a channel [Fig. 1(c)]. These results suggest that there are
likely opportunities to tune the structure profile by controlling the
channel width, flow direction, resist height, and resist morphology.
This cross-sectional profile is difficult to achieve with other material
systems and deposition techniques,32 and it may prove beneficial for
studies of spin-wave confinement as it offers a means to realize an
approximation of an adiabatic boundary.
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Flow-limited deposition can, in principle, also lead to
anisotropy in patterned features based on alignment between the
flow direction and internal structure. Figure 2 shows the absence
and presence of growth anisotropy in various patterned structures
of V[TCNE]x that are designed to explore these effects. The deposi-
tion time for these samples is 1.0 h, leading to a nominal thickness of
300 nm. All shapes in Fig. 2 have a faint outline that reveals the bal-
listically deposited AlOx layer. In Figs. 2(g)–2(j), dashed black curves
have been superimposed over the AlOx outline to make it easier to
compare the AlOx and V[TCNE]x morphology. The outlines show

FIG. 2. Top view SEM images of various V[TCNE]x patterns after a 1.0-hour
growth, about 300 nm thick. (a)–(f) Deposition morphology of several shapes with
various features ranging from concave to convex to antidot. (g) and (h) Enhanced
views of (e) and (b), respectively, show that flow-induced anisotropy is present in
the complex block O shape (h). (i) and (j) For features of order 1 μm or smaller, the
restricted flow begins to affect the pattern deposition. The dashed black curves in
(g)–(j) highlight the AlOx profile that is present for all shapes.

that there is little to no offset or ellipticity present in the patterned
10-μm-diameter V[TCNE]x disk. Figure 2(h), however, shows sig-
nificant anisotropy as measured by the differences between the AlOx
outline and the V[TCNE]x pattern. The flow direction across the
shape is left to right with a 20○ tilt toward the top. The flow direction
manifests in a more complete, laminar profile along the top and bot-
tom, whereas eddies inhibit deposition in the left and right interior
edges. For laminar flow over a step edge, these eddies are predicted
to have a width comparable to the height of the step (in this case, the
thickness of the PMMA/MMA bilayer).33,34 This is consistent with
the fact that the 540-nm-thick PMMA/P[MMA 8.5 MAA)] bilayer
results in a roughly 500-nm-wide region of reduced flow which leads
to a taper in the morphology. This effect is also seen in Figs. 2(c)and
2(f) where the concave features at the corners see a reduction in
deposition roughly 800 nm away from the planned shape shown by
each AlOx peak.

Figures 2(i) and 2(j) further explore the impacts of length scale
on gas flow and the growth morphology using bars and disks. The
1-μm-wide bar in Fig. 2(i) acts as a channel for gas flow, yielding
a parabolic deposition profile similar to Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) across
the shape and good filling of the ballistic profile when the thickness
of the bar in Fig. 2(i) is about 200 nm. In contrast, the 1.77-μm-
diameter disk in Fig. 2(j) is visibly off-center, with a 100 nm offset
toward the top-left of AlOx. The deposition morphology in Fig. 2(j)
resembles the eddy structure from boundary-driven flow into a cav-
ity with a depth-to-width ratio of one-third, suggesting that flow
over the features is laminar and the resulting deposition shape and
cross section can be simulated from flow.33,34 It may be possible to
achieve smaller features by using thinner resist layers or by choos-
ing pattern geometries that intentionally channel the flow, but these
approaches will be pattern specific and are beyond the scope of this
work.

To explore the utility of this patterning technique for magnonic
and magnetoelectric devices, the magnetization dynamics of these
microstructures are studied using FMR. Measurements are per-
formed at room temperature in a Bruker EPR spectrometer with the
microwave frequency held near 9.83 GHz, while the applied mag-
netic field is swept across the V[TCNE]x resonance. Scans are then
repeated for multiple polar angles, θ, from out-of-plane (θ = 0○,
OOP) to in-plane (θ = 90○, IP) and for multiple azimuthal angles,
φ, from parallel to the x-axis (φ = 0○) to perpendicular to the x-axis
(φ = 90○).

Figure 3 shows the results of FMR characterization of 1-μm-
wide bars aligned parallel to the x-axis and 5-μm-diameter disks. The
bars are spaced 20 μm center-to-center in a 1D array, and the disks
are spaced 40 μm center-to-center in a 2D square array. The position
of the uniform mode of the bars (red) and disks (blue) is tracked
as a function of orientation in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The bars show
a single-peaked resonance that varies from 3550 to 3630 Oe as the
structures are rotated from OOP to IP. The secondary peaks to the
right of the main peak are from residual V[TCNE]x thin films that
are redeposited during liftoff. The disks reveal a more complicated
peak structure, which suggests that standing spin-wave modes are
present [Fig. 3(i)] and exhibit a larger field difference between OOP
and IP resonances. This difference is evident in Fig. 3(d) where the
resonances are tracked through multiple high-symmetry directions,
revealing the full anisotropy of these structures. When encapsulated,
the resonances in both bar and disk samples retained their overall
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FIG. 3. Ferromagnetic resonance characterization of patterned V[TCNE]x bars and
disks. (a) Schematic of the measurement geometry for the array of 1 μm bars (red)
and 5 μm disks (blue) of V[TCNE]x . (b) and (c) FMR response vs applied field for
θ = 0○ to θ = 180○ with φ fixed along the x-axis. (d) Uniform mode peak posi-
tions (symbols) for three high-symmetry directions and corresponding fit curves
[Eq. (3)]. (e) Comparisons of experimental, analytic, and simulated OOP FMR
spectra. OOP disk linescan (top, blue) with analytically calculated peak positions
(top, black), thickness-mode fitting (middle, red), and micromagnetic simulations
(bottom, green) with cross-sectional mode maps (bottom left, yellow and dark
blue represent positive and negative motion, respectively, at an instant of time).
The thickness-confined mode number predicted from the analytic peaks is shown
above the blue OOP linescan. “F” represents the fundamental mode. The solid
blue lines in the middle panel indicate experimentally observed odd-mode res-
onance fields, and the symbols show the best fit field values where the circled
points (odd modes) were used for the fits. The red dashed lines show predicted
even-mode resonances.

and fine structure for several weeks, indicating similar film lifetimes
to encapsulated unpatterned thin films.24

The formalism developed by Smit, Beljers, and Suhl35–37 is used
to model this anisotropy. A Cartesian coordinate system is defined
with x parallel to the length, y parallel to the width, and z parallel to
the thickness of the bars, as shown in Fig. 3(a). By explicitly consider-
ing the Zeeman and magnetostatic contributions to the free energy,

F, one derives the following expression:38,39

F = −MiHi +
1
2
MiNijMj, (1)

where Hi are the components of the applied magnetic field, Mi are
the components of the magnetization, and N ij are the components
of the demagnetizing tensor, which leads to shape anisotropy, with i,
j, k being defined with respect to pattern axes. Solving for harmonic
solutions with respect to time and minimizing F with respect to θ
and φ yields

ω
γ
= {[H − 4πMsNOP cos(2θ)]

× [H − 4πMsNOP cos2(θ) − 4πMsNIP cos(2φ)]
− 16π2M2

sN
2
IP cos

2(θ) cos2(φ) sin2(φ)}1/2, (2)

where
NOP ≡ Nz −Nx cos2(φ) −Ny sin2(φ), (3a)

NIP ≡ Nx −Ny, (3b)

where Nx, Ny, andNz are the diagonal components of the demagne-
tizing tensor, θ is the polar angle, and φ is the azimuthal angle that
the sample magnetization makes with the pattern axes [Fig. 3(a)].
Equation (2) is derived assuming that the demagnetizing field is
parallel to the magnetization, so N ij = N ijδij = N i, and that the mag-
netization, (θM , φM), is parallel to the applied field, (θH , φH), so only
one set of angles is needed to describe the magnetization and applied
field, (θ, φ). This approximation is validated by the fact that 4πMs for
V[TCNE]x is less than 95 G, and the applied magnetic fields used for
these measurements are 3500–3750 Oe. As a result, M⃗ is parallel to
H⃗ to within 1.5○ for the experiments shown here.

The other potential source of anisotropy is the crystal field
which arises from the local coordination of the exchange interaction.
For uniaxial crystal-field anisotropy, this crystal field can be decom-
posed into components acting along the pattern axes with the same
angular dependence as the demagnetizing anisotropy. As a result,
N i that are extracted from the fit to Eq. (2) are a combination of
demagnetizing-field and crystal-field components with the form

Ai ≡ Ni,extracted = Ni,demag +
Hi,crystal

4πMs
, (4)

where Ai is the observed anisotropy-tensor component, N i ,demag is
the geometric demagnetizing-tensor component, and Hi ,crystal is the
additional crystal field along that axis.

Three anisotropy tensors are used to determine the strength of
the crystal field in the bars and the disks. The first, Ai ,fit , is gener-
ated from simultaneous fits to the three red anisotropy curves in
Fig. 3(d) from the bar array to Eq. (2). These fits yield 4πMs = 76.57
± 1.67 G and ∣ γ2π ∣ = 2.742 ± 0.040 MHz/Oe, which agree with liter-
ature values,19,21 and Ax ,fit = 0.00 ± 0.01, Ay ,fit = 0.189 ± 0.019, and
Az ,fit = 0.707 ± 0.026. The trace of this anisotropy tensor is 0.896
± 0.046, indicating that the magnitude of the crystal-field con-
tribution is 7.96 ± 2.47 Oe. Using SEM measurements to
geometrically determine a pure demagnetizing tensor for the
bars, Nbar

i,demag , that does not include crystal-field effects yields
Nbar

x,demag = 0, Nbar
y,demag = 0.21, and Nbar

z,demag = 0.79.40
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Comparing Ai ,fit with these Nbar
i,demag , the z and y directions

show variation. The easy axis for this uniaxial crystal-field
anisotropy will be parallel to the direction of the largest absolute
anisotropy, indicating that this crystal field is oriented along the
z-axis of the bars. The magnitude of this crystal field is consistent
with previous measurements of V[TCNE]x templated nanowires.23

In addition to being self-consistent, these results also predict the
anisotropy curves for the disks [blue lines in Fig. 3(d)]. To test these
fitting results, a final demagnetizing tensor, Ndisk

i,demag , for the disk
is calculated as Ndisk

x,demag = Ndisk
y,demag = 0.028 and Ndisk

z,demag = 0.944
based on SEM measurements and demagnetizing expressions from
the literature.41 Combining this with the 4πMs and ∣ γ2π ∣ values from
the previous fit results in the solid blue curves shown in Fig. 3(d)
with a combined reduced chi-squared value of 0.96. Adding crystal-
field effects degrades the quality of the reduced chi-squared value
for Hdisk

z,crystal > 0.7 Oe, indicating the absence of crystal-field effects
in the disks. These results suggest that the crystal-field contribution
arises from anisotropic relaxation in the patterned bars, which cor-
roborates prior work with V[TCNE]x nanowires where an additional
in-plane crystal field is reported due to anisotropy in the relaxation
of the templated structures.23

Themore complicated spectra of the disks suggest that the disks
are acting as spin-wave cavities with complex internal mode struc-
ture [Fig. 3(e)]. Numerical simulations and analytical calculations
are carried out to better understand this mode structure. To begin
characterizing the mode structure, the strongest experimental peaks
are compared with the odd analytic thickness modes predicted for a
thin film in the OOP geometry.42 The vertical blue lines in Fig. 3(e)
represent the experimental peak values. Fitting to these peak values
using the mode assignments indicated in Fig. 3(e) and the param-
eters obtained from the FMR measurements yields the red analytic
curve and a value of the exchange stiffness, Aex = (2.2 ± 0.5) × 10−10
erg/cm. The even thickness modes, shown as dashed red lines, agree
well with smaller peaks within the experimental data. Analytic disk
calculations shown in black in Fig. 3(e) further describe the iden-
tity of the quantum confined modes and agree well when using this
Aex. The exchange stiffness depends on Ms; an approximate form,
found by several means,43–45 is Aex ∝M2

s . The exchange length con-
stant λex = 2Aex

μ0M2
s
is therefore a better metric to compare samples

with different saturationmagnetizations. The difference between the
exchange length from this study of λex = 9.7 nm and the previously
reported value of 21 nm21 could be due to differences in the grain
structure between the patterned and unpatterned films45 as well as
difficulty in mode assignment, n, in prior work where fewer modes
are visible.

Numeric modeling is performed using time-domain micro-
magnetic simulations with the open-source graphics processing
unit-based software MuMax3 while using the material parameters
determined from the fits to the experimental data.46 The factors that
have the most relevant influence on the simulated peak structure are
(i) the sloped sidewalls that (a) have a strong effect on the shape of
the lowest frequency set of peaks which are comprised of a set of
closely spaced radially and lowest-order thickness quantized modes
and (b) apply an overall shift to the thickness confined modes, (ii)
the pinning conditions of the surfaces that have a strong effect on the
amplitudes of the thickness-confined modes, and (iii) the exchange
stiffness, Aex, that controls the spacing between thickness-confined

modes. Sloped sidewalls are used in the simulations to replicate the
shape that occurs due to the slower growth rate within 1 μm of the
resist. The simulations show that the position of the most prominent
peak relative to the thickness-confinedmodes is sensitive to the exact
shape of the sidewalls and the pinning conditions. To account for
small differences in the slope of simulated and experimental data, the
higher-order thickness modes are aligned with experiment instead
of the uniform mode in Fig. 3(e). Simulations with perfect pinning
at the top and bottom surfaces agree better with the experimentally
observed thickness and radially confined mode structure as com-
pared to simulations with top, bottom, or no pinning; however, the
close agreement between the calculated even-mode resonance fields
and several smaller peaks in the experimental spectrum suggests that
one of the surfaces likely has slightly weaker pinning than the other.
Additional simulations can be found in the supplementary material.
The resulting simulated frequency response of the simulation is in
green in Fig. 3(e) along with several mode maps at peaks indi-
cated by the green arrows. These maps reveal quantization in the
thickness and radial directions in the tapered structure. The lower-
order thickness modes each show distinct radial quantization. The
n = 7 thickness mode shows a nearly pure thickness quantization
and represents the sum of multiple closely spaced radial modes that
are excited simultaneously. The agreement between simulated and
experimental spectra demonstrates control over the spin-wavemode
structure and lays the foundation for the study and application of
magnon cavities with adiabatic boundaries and engineered mode
structures.

In addition to analyzing anisotropy and mode structure, FMR
can be used to determine the total magnetic loss or damping of these
magnon modes. This damping potentially contains both homoge-
neous and inhomogeneous sources as parameterized via the Gilbert
damping factor, α.47 The damping for the patterned V[TCNE]x
films is measured via broadband ferromagnetic resonance (BFMR)
performed in a custom built microstrip-based system wherein the
applied magnetic field is held constant in the OOP geometry
and the microwave frequency is swept across the V[TCNE]x res-
onance. Figure 4 shows the linewidth vs frequency extracted for

FIG. 4. Full-width at half-maximum linewidth vs resonant frequency for various
V[TCNE]x pattern sizes from thin films to 5-μm-diameter disks. All linewidths are
extracted from the OOP geometry. All growths were 1-hour long, resulting in 300-
nm-thick 5 μm disks and a 400 nm thickness for the rest. The patterned thin film is
a 2 mm by 2 mm patterned patch of V[TCNE]x ,
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representative samples of disks and unpatterned films, with vertical
lines indicating the error in the fits. Representative raw data and fits
can be found in the supplemental information. The Gilbert damp-
ing is fit using Suhl’s expression for the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) FMR linewidth,35

ΔH = α
∣dωres/dH∣

γ
M
(Fθθ + 1

sin2(θ)Fφφ), (5)

in combination with phenomenological inhomogeneous broaden-
ing.48 This results in

ΔH = 4πα
∣γ∣ f + ΔH0, (6)

when one uses θ = 0 for the OOP geometry. The fit frequency
linewidths are converted to field linewidths via ΔH = dH

dωΔω, which
reduces to ΔH = Δω

γ for the OOP geometry since Δω ≪ ω.47,49

In Eq. (6), ΔH is the FWHM linewidth of the resonance, α is the
Gilbert damping, and ΔH0 is the FWHM contribution from inho-
mogeneous broadening. The fits yield α = (3.98 ± 0.22) × 10−5 for
unpatterned films, α = (4.60 ± 0.44) × 10−5 for 25 μm disks, and
α = (8.34 ± 0.77) × 10−5 for 5 μmdisks. The thin-film damping result
of (3.98 ± 0.22) × 10−5 places V[TCNE]x films comfortably along-
side YIG films as the lowest magnetic damping material currently
available, and the retention of that ultralow damping after pattern-
ing is considerably better than the reported values for patterned
YIG structures.10–14 In addition to low-damping, the high-frequency
measurements of the thin film and 25 μm disks have Quality (Q)
factors, f

Δf , of over 3, 700, competitive with Q factors for YIG thin
films.50 Further examination of the linewidth vs θ and φ in the pat-
terned bars [Fig. 3] reveals the presence of two-magnon scattering
processes, indicating that even lower damping and higher Qmay be
possible with further patterning process refinement.49 More details
can be found in the supplementary material. Retaining ultralow
damping and high Q in patterned V[TCNE]x for features as small
as 25 μm and as large as millimeters, both relevant length scales for
many magnonic cavity applications,3,14,51–54 combined with the flex-
ibility to deposit on most inorganic substrates, positions V[TCNE]x
to complement YIG inmagnonic andmagnetoelectric devices where
integration of GGG or high-temperature annealing steps is limiting,
such as for small form factors and on-chip integration.

In summary, this work demonstrates a method for pattern-
ing the ferrimagnetic coordination compound vanadium tetracya-
noethylene. Standard electron-beam lithography of PMMA/P(MMA-
MAA) bilayers is used in conjunction with pregrowth aluminum
encapsulation and postgrowth dichloromethane liftoff to pattern
V[TCNE]x thin films with no degradation of the microwave mag-
netic properties. The sidewalls of structures patterned in this way
are sloped, allowing for the investigation and quantitative modeling
of spin-wave confinement in magnetic structures with soft bound-
ary conditions. Patterned V[TCNE]x films with features down to
25 μm exhibit a high Q of over 3700 and ultralow damping of
(4.60 ± 0.44) × 10−5, which is competitive with unpatterned YIG
and lower than all existing reports of patterned YIG microstruc-
tures.10–14 The versatility of the patterning and deposition conditions
of V[TCNE]x, in combination with its ultralow magnetic damping,
position V[TCNE]x as a promising candidate for incorporation into

magnetoelectric devices where low-loss, highly coherent magnon
excitation is desirable. Such applications range from microwave
communications to quantum information.

See the supplementary material for the detailed description
of sample fabrication, measurement techniques, simulations, and
analytic calculations.
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